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Thanks for your purchase of the Black Mamba Spare Wheel Spacer 

Bracket & Light Pole package from The 4WD Shed. We love supporting 

local business & with this manufactured here in Melbourne this is a 

great addition to your Nissan GQ GU Patrol. If you have any questions 

when installing please see the instructions below or send us a message. 

 

 

Installation Instructions. 

1. Start by removing the spare wheel off the factory bracket from your Patrol rear door. You may need 2 

people to remove the spare wheel  

2. Next remove the 4 bolts holding the bracket to the door. You may need to use some form of lubricant on the 

bolts as they may be stubborn after never being removed since coming from the factory.  

 

  
3. Organise the 4x16mm bolts each to have 1x spring washer & 1x flat washer ready for use. Place the factory 

spare wheel onto the Black Mamba Spacer Bracket to determine where your factory bracket will sit. We 

recommend the top setting for tyres larger than 33" for clearance. 

4. From the inner side install the 4x cage nuts with the prong side facing outwards on your selected holes 

chosen in the previous step. 
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5. If you are installing the light pole we recommend doing this now. Install on your preferred side of the 

bracket using the included mounting kit. Installation of the light pole bracket to the wheel bracket is easiest 

if done on a flat surface as the top bolt can be tricky to hold in place. 

 

6. Install spacer onto vehicle using the factory 14mm bolts. Ensure you push the spacer to the centre of the 

vehicle for max clearance to tail lights for the larger tyres. Make sure the arrow on the spacer is pointing up 

& place all bolts in loosely before tightening. 
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7. After tightening the BMR spacer to the door, go ahead & install the factory wheel spacer using the 4x16mm 

bolts with spring & flat washers. Do not overtighten. If installing work lights we suggest doing that now. 

8. Bolt up the light pole & then refit your spare wheel to complete the process.  

 

  

 

Please note: We always recommend professional fitment & this is a guide. We do not take any responsibility 

for products fitted incorrectly that may cause damage to vehicles or persons. We can install these kits in our 

Bayswater, Vic workshop. Give us a call to book in on (03) 9720 8783. 

 

 


